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1. Introduction

“Epigenetics” as introduced by Conrad Waddington in 1946, is defined as a set of interactions between genes and the surrounding environment, which determines the phenotype or physical traits in an organism, (Murrell et al., 2005; Waddington, 1942). Initial research focused on genomic regions such as heterochromatin and euchromatin based on dense and relatively loose DNA packing, since these were known to contain inactive and active genes respectively, (Yasuhara et al., 2005). Subsequently, key roles of DNA methylation, Histone Modifications and other assistive proteins such as Methyl Binding Proteins (MBP) during gene expression and suppression were identified, (Baylin & Ohm, 2006; Jenuwein & Allis, 2001). An emergent and persistent view that every epigenetic event affects another, to strengthen or suppress gene expression has made this an active field of research. DNA methylation refers to the modification of DNA by addition of a methyl group to the cytosine base, and is the most stable, heritable and well conserved epigenetic change. It is introduced and maintained, (Riggs & Xiong, 2004; Ushijima et al., 2003) by an enzyme family called DNA Methyl Transferases (DNMT), (Doerfler et al., 1990). Methyl-Cytosine or “mC”, often referred to as the fifth type of nucleotide plays an extremely important role in gene expression and other cellular activities. Although DM is defined a simple molecular modification, its effect, can range from altering the state of a single gene to controlling a whole section of chromosome in the human genome.

The human genome is largely made of complex sequences evolved over time due to replication, mutations and insertion of foreign DNA. Based on the nucleotide distribution and functional significance, the genome has been categorized into different block of sequences, namely genes or coding and non-coding regions. A special type of sequence located near genes, in relation to spread of DNA methylation and dinucleotide frequencies are the CpG islands\(^1\). These islands are mostly found near the promoters, (5’end), of genes and their methylation levels are closely monitored to investigate the spread of Cancer. Useful insight on epigenetic mechanisms may be found from analysing the DNA sequence patterns or the genotype of the organism, (Gertz et al., 2011; Glass et al., 2004; Segal & Widom, 2009). Since more than 90% of DM occurs in CG dinucleotides, (Raghavan et al., 2011), knowledge of the distribution and location of CG can be utilized to understand the biological

\(^1\) DNA sequences are defined and classified as CpG islands if, (a) length of that DNA sequence >200 bp, (b) Total amount of Guanine and Cytosine nucleotides >50%, and, (c) the observed/expected ratio of CG dinucleotides for that given length of sequence, >60%, (Takai & Jones, 2002)
significance associated with determining the level of DM. A general overview of pattern analysis techniques is given and application of time series analyses in understanding “CG” dinucleotide occurrences in specific human sequences are discussed in detail in the following sections.

Histones are proteins that protect DNA from restriction enzymes and also act as bolsters in chromosome condensation, (Ito, 2007). A “Histone Core”, made of nine types of histone proteins, is attached to DNA molecules whose length varies from 146bp to 148bp. In the histone core, a combination of modifications, within specific amino acids in each histone subtype leads to gene expression or inactivation, (Kouzarides, 2007). These modification patterns, unlike stable DNA methylation, are dynamic and activation of one change leads to successive modifications of other amino acids during cellular events, (Allis et al., 2007; Jung & Kim, 2009). Even though new findings with regard to the impact of several modifications have been recently reported, information is inconsistent and less precise with regard to how a network of histone modifications communicates and is influenced by DM. Despite this insufficiency, the interactions between histones and DNA methylation are known to be disrupted at some stage, during the onset of cancer, (Esteller, 2007). Hence, a novel stochastic model, based on Markov Chain, Monte Carlo class of algorithms, (MCMC), was recently developed to mimic the epigenetic system and predict the effects of dynamic histone modifications over DNA methylation and gene expression levels, (Raghavan et al., 2010), (Details are discussed in Background section).

In this chapter, the focus on modelling the feedback dynamics of DNA methylation is dealt with in four parts, consisting of: (1) DNA Methylation mechanisms, controlling factors – DNA sequence pattern analyses and Histone modifications and their association with disease initiation, (2) A background on the recent data explosion, multiple methods and modelling approaches developed so far to investigate DM mechanisms and associated factors, (3a) Description of methods to investigate CG distribution in human DNA sequences – Results obtained and their association with DM spread, (3b) Developments on a novel micromodel framework, (based on MCMC) used to investigate Histone modifications for different DM levels and, (4) Results obtained for DM and HM feedback influence. Finally, conclusions and future directions for continuing investigation are considered.

2. Background

DNA Methylation was initially addressed as one of the most primitive mechanisms that organisms utilize to (a) protect genomic DNA and initiate the host resistance mechanism towards foreign DNA insertion and subsequently, (b) control gene expression, (Doerfler & Böhm, 2006). From an evolutionary point of view as well, the catalytic domain in the structure of the methylation enzymes across all organisms has been preserved to perform methyl group addition. A major change however, in the level and functional utility of DNA methylation was noted in higher organisms such as eukaryotes, when DM mechanism evolved from protecting the genomic contents to controlling their level of gene expression. In humans, there are two ways by which DNA Methylation is established – (a) De novo methylation that establishes new DM patterns, (b) Maintenance methylation responsible for inheriting existing DM patterns. Within the family of methylating enzymes (DNMT), two types namely DNMT3a/b/L and DNMT1 establish DM patterns in these two ways, (Doerfler
The De novo methylation process carried out by DNMT3a/b/L, is responsible for methylation embryonic cells which are totally erased of any previous DM patterns and methylated based on the DNA sequence contents. These mechanisms are also responsible for establishing parental imprinting and X-chromosome inactivation that is set permanently within the organism enabling it to exhibit unique phenotypes from birth. On the other hand, DNMT1 distribution is dynamic across a cell during its lifetime. This enzyme type is highly biased towards hemi-methylated DNA sequences, making it responsible for propagating methylation patterns after each cell cycle. DNMT1 is also known to interact with histone deacetylases enzyme and some methyl adding proteins, (e.g. HP1), to remove acetyl and add methyl groups in histones, (Allis et al., 2007; Turner, 2001).

Associated aberrations in DNA methylation

As elaborately discussed by Chahwan et al, “the significant role played by DM in epigenetic regulation is quite apparent when the cell is affected due to impaired methylation marks during establishment, maintenance or recognition”. Such changes in the “methylation marks” are mainly attributed to the abnormal function of DNMT enzyme complex which leads to failure of DM mechanisms. This abnormality results in gene imprinting disorders and malignancy formation due to hyper/hypo methylation of specific sections in the chromosomes, (Chahwan et al., 2011). Among the most studied abnormalities recorded in connection to failure of DNMT enzyme complex, is Immunodeficiency–Centromere instability–Facial anomalies (ICF) syndrome. This is caused due to mutations associated with coding for DNMT3B enzymes leading to global hypomethylation of repeat regions located in the pericentromere of human chromosomes, (Ehrlich et al., 2008). Prader-Willi syndrome, Angelman syndromes and specific type of cancers such as Wilm’s tumour have also been associated with imprinting disorders characterized by growth abnormalities, (Chahwan et al., 2011). In these diseases, genetic mutations or altered DNA methylation cause improper imprinting patterns and lead to aberrant expression of the normally suppressed genes, (Chamberlain & Lalandea, 2010). Based on accumulative information in literature, (Chahwan et al., 2011), Cancer initiation is mainly attributed to the imbalanced connectivity between oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes. Hence a combination of genetic abnormalities such as mutations and aberrant DM spread trigger cancerous conditions leading to malignancies that spread across different systems in the human body, (Allis et al., 2007). For example, in Wilm’s tumour, the loss of imprinting of IGF2 gene is associated with spread cancer to lung, ovaries and colon area. In general the DNA methylation pattern when disrupted can lead to, (i) gene activation, promoting the over-expression of oncogenes, (b) chromosomal instability, due to demethylation and movement of retrotransposons and consequently acquire resistance to drugs, toxins or virus, (Chahwan et al., 2011). Apart from failure in the control exercised by DM, there are certain protein “Onco-modifications” recently categorized as definitive signatures during occurrence of malignancies. Some of the most frequently studied histone modifications, associated with DNA methylation and tumor progress are – acetylation of H3K18, H4K16 and H4K12, trimethylation of H3K4 and H4K20, acetylation/trimethylation of H3K9, trimethylation of H3K27, occurrence of histone variants and also other external proteins such as MBP, HP1 and Polycomb that play role in chromosome rearrangement, (Chi et al., 2010; Fullgrabe et al., 2011).

\[\text{DNA sequences which have one of its double strands methylated}\]
The above considerations make a compelling case to model and understand the DNA methylation mechanisms. In the following subsections, analyses of DNA methylation frequency and influence of genotype or DNA sequence patterns in humans are discussed, followed by elaborations on the control by DNA methylation mechanisms over Histone modifications.

### 2.1 DNA sequences and patterns analysis – Dimension 1

The human genome, consisting of more than three billion base pairs, is very complex and efforts to comprehend its organization and contents are still ongoing, (Collins et al., 1998; Strachan & Read, 1999). The spread of DNA methylation in the genome is not randomly determined. Emerging evidence indicates that, although chromatin modeling factors, iRNA, histone modifications and even parental imprinting memory can influence methylation, the underlying genotype or DNA sequence has a stronger key role in enabling and propagating a spectrum of methylation patterns, (Doerfler & Böhm, 2006; Gertz et al., 2011). The nature of every biological cell is characterized by its preservation of the genetic and epigenetic contents also known as “dual inheritance” and in consequence it is of utmost importance to look at the underlying genetic pattern maps for further comprehension of the epigenetic phenomenon.

When it comes to studying the epigenome or methylation landscape in connection to the initiation of Cancer, the focus is on genes and their alleles, non coding regions, and also CpG Islands, (Takai & Jones, 2002). The islands are one of the main locations for studying DM patterns in association with cell adaptability to environmental stress, epigenetic control and disease onset, (Allis et al., 2007). Furthermore, repetitive sequences or “Retrotransposon” which mostly belong to the non-coding regions, contain highly methylated CG dinucleotides in the human genome. These regions are silenced and kept under control due to the fact that they can replicate quickly and place themselves in different locations within the genome. They are also the favoured loci of “foreign” DNA insertions, which tend to disturb the existing DNA methylation patterns, (Collins et al., 1998).

Information from literature indicates that a majority of DNA methylation occurs in nucleotides, specifically located in these repeat regions (non coding) and in CpG islands, (Raghavan et al., 2011). The CG dinucleotides are usually under-represented across the human genome as a whole but are densely located in certain repeat regions and islands which may be differentially methylated during cancer initiation, (Esteller, 2007). CG dinucleotides in these regions follow a specific pattern and thus are easy targets for enzyme recognition and consequently, for methylation. The indications are also that certain patterns of CG base pairs, that are accessible by the DNMTs enzyme complexes, appear near promoters and islands of non-expressed genes in the human genome. Emerging evidence from genome analyses for example, reveals that the De novo methylating enzymes such as DNMT3a/L, are biased toward CG dinucleotides, appearing after every 8-10bp near promoters of methylated genes, (Glass et al., 2004). Hence it is vital to perform a complete distribution or pattern analysis of nucleotides in human sequences, in particular of CG to understand how methylation is established and maintained based on the sequence patterns within the genome. Although there is no complete evidence about the nature of DNMT mechanisms in setting new methylation patterns, analysing the global periodicities or distributions of CG dinucleotides will help to reveal a part of the hidden picture.
2.1.1 Methods to analyse DNA patterns

Since the advent of DNA sequencing technologies, (França et al., 2002), deciphering the significance of sequence blocks has been an important focus for geneticists. Apart from encoding for proteins, the human genome is a reservoir of information that has inherent patterns, corresponding to chromosomal condensation and evidence of evolution through common patterns among organisms. Several pattern recognition/analysis techniques or time series analysis methods\(^3\) have been explored starting from simple statistical measures to complicated transformation and decomposition methods such as the Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT). A well-known approach in sequence analysis is to calculate “Expected Frequency” based on the empirical probabilities of the occurrence of nucleotides. This method was proposed by Whittle, and further developed to apply on DNA sequences by Cowan, (Cowan, 1991; Whittle, 1955). In the latter, transition probabilities (for all 16 types of dinucleotides) in the form of a matrix were constructed from known DNA sequences, to predict patterns along a new sequence. This particular analysis was performed on specific sequences containing the same starting and ending nucleotides. Another tool developed to visualize sequences, was “GC-Profile” which was based on, calculating nucleotide frequencies from the total amount of G and C nucleotides, and use of quadratic equations to check for purine levels in small genomes, (Gao & Zhang, 2006).

A standard pattern analysis can be conducted using the Fourier Transformation (FT), which allows decomposition of the time/spatial components in the data and construction of a frequency map, (Morrison, 1994). Fields of application are wide in range with examples from – Physics (optics, acoustics and diffraction), Signal Processing and Communication Systems, Image Processing, Astronomy, and DNA sequence analysis, amongst others, (A’Hearn et al., 1974; Goodman, 2005; Salz & Weinstein, 1969). Early work using Fourier technique in DNA pattern recognition was carried out by Tiwari et al. In this method, small sequences from bacteria were first converted into four distinct sets of binary sequences, (each corresponding to location of a nucleotide), then analysed by applying Fourier. This was followed by a comparison between genes and non-coding, and identification of characteristic features/patterns such as 3bp periodicity in genes. This type of application gave rise to the phrase “Periodicity” of nucleotides i.e. count of appearance of specific patterns that appear in sequences. Subsequent research focused on these periodicities of small patterns (length upto 10 bp) in blocks of sequences. Thus the Fourier transformation was used to study frequency components of the sequences along a spatial axis where each nucleotide was represented by a directional vector. Periodicities in virus strains (SV40) were also studied to check for patterns of dinucleotides and their corresponding role in genome condensation, (Silverman & Linskera, 1986). The most prominent periodical pattern of 10-11bp, portrayed by pyridines (AA/TT/AT), which are involved in long range interactions of upto 147 bp and aid in nucleosome alignment, was confirmed through these attempts. Refinement of this method through introduction of new parameters included calculation of autocorrelation\(^4\) for specific patterns from DNA sequences. More recently, further improvements have been employed and tested on example sequences, (Epps, 2009). Complete and significant analyses of patterns or

\(^3\) Applied to study patterns along the spatial-varying data in DNA sequences.

\(^4\) Autocorrelation of patterns is an extension for periodicity, i.e. appearance of a pattern after a lag or distance of “k” base pairs.
biological markers on sequences were identified by, (Herzel et al., 1999) and (Hosid et al., 2004) from \textit{E.coli} genome. In the latter paper, authors discuss landmark periodicities in detail, along with supportive evidence of their biological significance inside the genome. This includes – 3bp spacing followed by all 16 dinucleotides in genes, 10-11bp spacing by pyridines, and some organism specific distributions. The corresponding power spectrum, that provide information on global periodicities, was calculated, (Hosid et al., 2004) using:

\[
f_p = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} \sin \left( \frac{2\pi \ast \frac{1}{p}}{p} \ast (X - X') \right)^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \cos \left( \frac{2\pi \ast \frac{1}{p}}{p} \ast (X - X') \right)^2}{2\pi \ast \sum_{i=1}^{m} (X - X')^2}} \]

\(f_p\) = Normalized wave function amplitude at period \(-p\)
\(X\) = Auto correlation profile of the dinucleotide
\(X'\) = Mean Auto Correlation
\(m\) = Maximum autocorrelation distance
\(p\) = Periodicity or in this case distance between identical patterns or nucleotides.

A Fourier analysis in our case involves calculating the auto correlation profile for desired dinucleotide/ nucleotide followed applying the formula shown above. More details on this approach and its application to study nucleotide distribution in genes, non-coding regions and CpG islands are discussed in the Methods section. The aim of this initiative was to understand the distribution of CG dinucleotides, similiar to the work of (Clay et al., 1995), and on different datasets containing genes, CpG islands and non-coding regions\(^5\).

### 2.1.2 Note on Discrete Wavelet Transformation

An extension to the Fourier analysis, Discrete Wavelet Transformation, is the application of a set of orthonormal vectors in space to localize and study both frequency and time/spatial components for a given dataset, (Kaiser, 1994). The resulting coefficient matrix, a product of this family of vectors and input data helps to indicate regions of high and low frequencies along the spatial, (or sequential) axis based on an initial resolution factor, (e.g. Haar and Mortlet, (Kaiser, 1994)). Wavelets or specifically the method of DWT addressed here, have been quite extensively used to study financial markets, experimental data from Protein Mass Spectrometry and DNA sequence patterns amongst others, (Kwon et al., 2008). Although DWT is not quite often used as fourier, it has also been applied to visualise both frequency and location specific information of the DNA sequence patterns, (Tsonis et al., 1996; Zhao et al., 2001). Elaboration on this family of approaches, is not explicitly dealt in this chapter, hence more details on the method of Maximal Overlap Discrete Wavelet Transformation, (MODWT - extension to DWT), (Conlon et al., 2009), application to study patterns in DNA sequence and results thus obtained, are reported in (Raghavan et al., 2011).

So far we have discussed various methods and algorithms, used to detect nucleotide patterns in human DNA sequences and have considered in more detail the role of Fourier

\(^5\) The non coding regions referred here in this analysis are the segments in-between exons/coding regions and are removed during translation or protein production phase.
Transformation technique in investigating these patterns. In the next subsection, attempts to investigate the occurrence of histone modifications are reviewed. We describe ways to explore the relationship between these and DNA sequences. To test these approaches, we combine the results from Fourier analysis, or dinucleotide patterns with information on specific histone modification effects at fixed DNA methylation levels, using our recently developed, EpiGMP prediction tool.

2.2 Histone modifications – Dimension 2

Histones are closely linked to DNA molecules and play a vital part in encoding information from them. Over time, histone proteins have diversified from a few ancestors into five distinct types of subunits (2 copies of H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 each and a H1 subunit) in eukaryotes thus forming the octomeric structure of a nucleosome, (Allis et al., 2007). This nucleosome comprising of histone complex and 146 to148bp bp of DNA molecules on average, forms a “bead on string” structure. The histone octomer or core plays the most important role in condensing billions of DNA base pairs compactly within 23 pairs of chromosomes in the human genome. Covalent posttranslational histone modifications are mainly held responsible for chromatin architecture and propagation of many cellular events from simple gene expression to cell fate determination, differentiation, and, sometimes, disease onset. Thus, with more than one type of histone containing multiple types of modification (acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitination and sumoylation) in their tails present a potentially complex scenario, (Cedar & Bergman, 2009; Jenuwein & Allis, 2001; Kouzarides, 2007; Zheng & Hayes, 2003). DM and HM most often have a mutual feedback influence hence maintaining a strong dependency over one another. A very interesting fact about histone modifications is that though the exact mechanisms are unknown, they are memorized by the cells “post replication”, especially those that aid in gene expression, methylation maintenance and chromosome structure stability. Among all the histone modifications, methylation (mono/di/tri) and acetylation have been most studied in regard to their influence over gene expression. These modifications are quite often noted to compete for the same type of residues and are also known to recruit antagonistic regulatory complexes such as trithorax and polycomb proteins, (Allis et al., 2007). For example, histone methylation was found to be important for DNA methylation maintenance at imprinted loci, which could lead to disorders such as the Prader-Willi syndrome, (Chahwan et al., 2011).

Such individual experiments have helped unravel the connection step by step between levels of DM and specific histone modifications including special histone variants, (Barber et al., 2004; Ito, 2007; Meng et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2007; Taplick, 1998; Wyrick & Parra, 2008). Hence a complete picture of the molecular communications that control the cellular events is lacking. Consequently, attempts have been made to accumulate the cross-talk information from laboratory experiments and decipher the modification patterns in the human genome during different cellular events, (Bock et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2008).

2.2.1 Modeling DNA methylation and histone modification interactions

Epigenetics, as a field, is relatively new and models to study the associated phenomena are limited to date. The advent of favourable experimental techniques such as Protein Mass
Spectroscopy, (Sundararajan et al., 2006), ChIP-Seq and ChIP-on-Chip\(^6\), (Collas, 2010), have led to new data and confirmed facts with regard to DNA-protein interactions and their role in cancer onset. Such experiments usually generate a large amount of data including measures such as direct count of modification detected along the genome after specific intervals of DNA sequences, (standard intervals are 200 or 400 base pairs for histone modifications detection). As discussed in detail, by Bock et al, extracting comprehensible epigenetic information is a three-stage process. First, the biochemical interactions are stored as genetic information in DNA libraries, followed by applying DNA experimental protocols such as tiling microarray, (special type of microarray experiment) along with ChIP-on-ChIP, and lastly applying computational algorithms to infer error free epigenetic information from these experiments. These algorithms are mainly quantitative and help to establish a pipeline for prediction of probable epigenetic events. An initial coarse attempt to define the epigenetic, genetic and environmental interdependencies paved the way for an in depth study of the molecular factors that trigger these effects, (Cowley & Atchley, 1992).

Among the many computational attempts to model and analyse epigenetic mechanisms some have successively identified correlated histone signatures during gene expression using data from ChIP-on-ChIP experiments and microarray based gene expression measurements, (Karlić et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2008). A Bayesian network model was constructed using the high-resolution maps from laboratory experiments to establish casual and combinatorial relationships among histone modifications and gene expression, (Yu et al., 2008). Quantitative measure of other proteins such as Polycomb, CTCF (insulating proteins) and Transcription factors were also included to build these models. Based on Bayesian networks, conditional probabilities and joint probability distribution measures of datasets were calculated and a finely clustered molecular modification network was obtained.

Repeated bootstrapping or random sampling verified the robustness of this Bayesian Network. For initial analysis, datasets containing information from ChIP-on-ChIP experiments ((Cuddapah et al., 2009) and (Boyer et al., 2006)) for histone protein modifications in human CD4+ (immunity), cells and gene expression measurements from microarray experiments (obtained from (Su et al., 2004)), were extracted for clustering (using k-means), followed by construction of the bayesian network.

Another quantitative model based on the same type of information such as data from ChIP-on-ChIP experiments, obtained from literature, (Cuddapah et al., 2009), was developed using Linear Regression (Karlić et al., 2010). In this case, a regression expression was used to build the model: \(N_{ij}' = N_{ij} + \text{constant}\), where, \(N_{ij}\) = count of \(j\)th modification in \(i\)th gene in template samples. This equation was modified by inclusion of more variables, to study multiple histone modifications, thus giving rise to more than one model type. Secondary information was also extracted and included in the model, namely, microarray expression data from literature, (Schones et al., 2008) and promoter blocks information from Unigene databases, (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/unigene). Here, loci of new sets of ChIP-on-ChIP experimental results for histone modifications, were mapped on human genome using annotation track information obtained from University of California Santa Cruz genome browser, (http://genome.ucsc.edu). These multivariable models were

---

\(^6\) Experiments conducted to check for protein-DNA interactions combining chromatin immuno precipitation and massively parallel DNA sequencing techniques or microarray (chip) experiments.
applied on different sequence datasets which were based on Low CG or High CG dinucleotide concentration. The whole dataset thus obtained was divided into training and test sets namely – D1 and D2, where Pearson correlation coefficient values were used to confirm the accuracy of prediction (D1) over the test set, (D2). This model was also extended over different cells, (with initial trials being conducted on CD4+ human cells), for nine histone modifications and for confirmation on CD36+ and CD133+ human immune cells respectively.

Other model types based on Bayesian networks, have focused on developing tools to study DNA methylation and protein modifications, (Bock et al., 2007; Das et al., 2006; Jung & Kim, 2009; Su et al., 2010). Among those, two models by Jianzhang et al and Bock et al have mainly focused on identifying the function of CpG islands using information on Histone Modifications. These type of “reverse” models explain the feedback connectivity between the two epigenetic events (HM and DM). Bock’s model was an important initiative in computational epigenetics, since a clear pipeline for analysis of epigenetic data was proposed. The training model used several inputs from the experimental datasets to identify bonafide CpG islands. Inputs included – CpG islands that qualified based on criteria defined, (Takai & Jones, 2002) and epigenetic datasets from experiments (such as lysine modifications in histones, transcription binding factors, MBP, and SP1 proteins). This work consisted of three main steps, the first of which involved identification of predictive parameters from the datasets, followed by cross validation and training of data using a linear support vector machine, and lastly comparison of CpG islands previously identified in chromosome 21. These elaborate measures took into account the level of histone modifications affecting the methylation status hence emphasizing on the strong connectivity between methylation levels and their corresponding epigenetic states. Similar to the model described, (Yu et al., 2008), another complementary attempt was made to construct regulatory patterns that appear in histone during high DNA methylation. A Bayesian network once again was used to predict a list of methylation modifications that leveraged the occurrence of DNA methylation (using the same datasets obtained from CD+4 cells in humans), (Jung & Kim, 2009). These independent and repeated attempts, on accumulation, helped to identify and confirm a definitive pattern and characteristic modifications that exist in epigenetic events in the human cells: for example, more acetylation modification appear during gene expression and more methylation modifications are preferred during gene suppression.

A major disadvantage in the development of these quantitative models was the restriction of obtaining results from a single source or studies performed to investigate a single disease onset. Such a scenario cannot account for the epigenetic events for all conditions due to absence of a general model framework that could definitively link different epigenetic events. This has ultimately indicated a need to develop a general predictive model that can report modifications occurring in genes associated with any type of cell or cancer (provided there is evidence on the role of genes in diseases). As a consequence, we recently developed a theoretical model based on cumulative information of the nature of epigenetic events and tested it on synthetic data, (Raghavan et al., 2010). The novelty of this micromodel lies in accounting for the dynamics in the epigenetic mechanisms based on a stored library of possible histone modifications as well as DM associated patterns in the DNA sequences. The model, which is based on MCMC algorithm, allows sampling of possible solutions of histone modifications, using probabilities of transition. Based on the accumulative knowledge on the nature of modifications as mentioned above, probabilistic cost functions are used to
set the interdependencies between variables (HM and DM based patterns) in this model. This dependency, influences the random sampling and calculates the final output or rate of transcription (T) using exponential equations (T = e^{x*y} \times k, “x” and “y” being histone modifications and DNA methylation respectively and “k” a constant value of transition probability – Figure 4). As a part of the validation, the initial probabilities of transition set have been assigned random values so as to investigate results, (Monte Carlo or boot strapping). Ultimately, our micromodel, in a simple and consistent manner can predict or forecast a possible network of molecular events that occur during specific cellular events such as gene expression and suppression.

3. Methods and modelling approaches

In this section, we discuss the current approaches and algorithms that were applied to study each epigenetic component influencing DNA methylation mechanisms. The use of Fourier Transformation to detect patterns in specific genes extracted from human genome databases is elaborated. This is followed by a detailed explanation of a stochastic algorithm recently developed, and its application on the gene datasets, to predict histone modifications corresponding to changes in DNA methylation levels.

3.1 Application of fourier transformation

The main aim is to use collateral data (or meta data) based on information from literature, (Yu et al., 2008) to refine our understanding of the complex epigenetic system. The focus here is to investigate the human genome for multiple patterns of specific dinucleotides (AA, TT, AT) and (CG - discussed here), that play a major role in epigenetics. As stated before, recurrent evidence, (Glass et al., 2004) suggests that distribution of specific dinucleotides control events like DNA methylation and chromatin remodeling. The methylating enzymes (DNMT) help to monitor the location and level of DNA methylation, in all types of cells based on these distributions. Hence among the available methods in time-series analyses, Fourier Transformation was chosen to study the frequency domain of specific components in spatially (or sequentially), varying DNA sequences.

Input data or DNA sequences obtained using Map viewer, NCBI database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and UCSC genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu) were classified and tabulated into three sets namely - (i)19 Genes, (ii) non-coding regions near the genes and, (iii) All CpG islands in chromosome 21, for Fourier analysis. Details of specific genes, chosen due to their association with disease conditions, are given in Table 1.

Figure 1 shows how the CG patterns are screened for auto correlation, (associated with epigenetic mechanisms). Following screening, the amplitude of Fourier Wave Function for contributing periodicities was derived for the 19 genes, corresponding non coding regions and all CpG islands present in chromosome 21, (using equation 1).

3.2 Results on fourier methods

Fourier analysis of dinucleotide patterns in human DNA sequences, seeks to determine significant DM levels associated with these features. In particular, CG patterns are of interest, as this dinucleotide is known to be involved in DNA methylation. Figure 2 represents average
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Genes</th>
<th>Diseases associated with Genes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>PRSS7</td>
<td>Enterokinase Deficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>IFNGR2</td>
<td>Arthritis Lupus Erythematosus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>KCNE1</td>
<td>Jervell and Lange–Nielsen syndrome type 2 (JLNS2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>MRAP</td>
<td>Glucocorticoid Deficiency type 2 (GCCD2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>IFNAR2</td>
<td>Myeloid Leukemia, Hepatocellular Carcinoma, Behcet Syndrome, lung and bladder cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>SOD1</td>
<td>Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis type 1 (ALS1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>KCNE2</td>
<td>Atrial fibrillation familial type 4 (ATFB4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>ITGB2</td>
<td>Leukocyte Adhesion deficiency type I (LAD1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>Atherosclerosis, Atherosclerosis, Coronary, Breast cancer and cystathionine beta-synthase deficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>FTCD</td>
<td>Glutamate Formiminotransferase Deficiency (GLUFORDE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>PFKL</td>
<td>Mediterraneane Myoclonus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>RUNX1</td>
<td>Asthma, Myeloblastic Leukemias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>COL6A1</td>
<td>Bethlem myopathy (BM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>COL6A2</td>
<td>Bethlem myopathy (BM), Ullrich Congenital Muscular Dystrophy (UCMD), Autosomal Recessive Myosclerosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>PCNT2</td>
<td>Microcephalic Osteodysplastic Primordial Dwarfism type 2 (MOPD2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>CSTB</td>
<td>Neurodegenerative Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>LIPI</td>
<td>Dyslipidemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>TMPRSS3</td>
<td>Deafness and Nonsyndromic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>APP</td>
<td>Alzheimer’s Disease, Dementia, Attention Deficit and Oppositional Defiant disorder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These gene sequences were used in Fourier Analyses.

Table 1. Dataset containing Genes and Diseases associated with them
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Fig. 1. Distribution of CG in Human DNA sequences.

amplitudes of the power spectrum for all values of CG periodicities possible. Genes/coding regions show an apparent peak at 3bp, which might be expected due to the codon bias in translating to amino acids, (Hosid et al., 2004). CpG islands, (throughout chromosome 21), also contribute to the peak at a periodicity of 3bp since these are present near the promoter.
Fig. 2. Fourier analysis (Periodicity Vs Average Wave Amplitude) of global periodicities of CG dinucleotides in 19 Genes (blue line), non-coding near them (red line) and all CpG Islands (green line) in chromosome 21. The average of the 3 region levels is shown as a dotted line.

regions⁷. A 7bp spacing is also observed, probably due to repeats containing CG, in an island located near methylated regions, (Glass et al., 2007). The placement of CG after 3bp, in genes and even more densely clustered in CpG islands prevents the DNMT complex from naturally methylating those regions, (Glass et al., 2004). Hence spacing repeats of CG dinucleotides, can be used to confirm a CpG island, in addition to the dinucleotide based criteria in any input sequence, (Takai & Jones, 2002). One of the more prominent and interesting features can be noted in the non-coding regions, which display unexplored patterns (between 24 and 26bp). Research indicates that 8bp, and also 4bp intervals, (preferred by satellite/short repeats), (Glass et al., 2004), in this dinucleotide, attract DNA methylation complexes. In fact, genes that are silenced in germ cells by the De novo methylation mechanism, have these distributions near their promoters. Another peak, observed in Figure 2, between 10 to 11bp periodicity has been confirmed to support genomic structural condensation, (Glass et al., 2004). Other peaks, at periodicity of 15 and 20bp, are less persistent and are possibly due to noise in relation to dense repeat regions in chromosome 21.

The hitherto unexplored periodicity of an interval of length 24 to 26bp, in the non-coding region is less readily explained, but may be connected to DNA methylating mechanisms. A major clue, indicated in (Li. et al., 2010), is the appearance of several million repetitive 25-mers in the human genome. Although not uniform throughout the chromosome 21, this occurrence is known to be high, on average in the human genome. Furthermore in a recent paper, (Yin & Lin, 2007), the authors explain that piRNA or Piwi protein associated iRNA⁸, which is significantly involved in cellular processes and propagation of de novo DNA methylation is usually of length 24 to 26 nucleotides, (Raghavan et al., 2011). This

---

⁷ Promoters are blocks of DNA sequences that control expression for a set of Genes

⁸ iRNA is an unusual type of single stranded RNA derived from DNA which help in blocking genomic information for protein production.
new evidence is only a part of the story of human DNA sequence analyses, especially with respect to differential gene expression, as controlled by epigenetics. The average plot as a test of confirmation, represented by dotted line in Figure 1, appears to retains the feature of major peaks at 8, 24, 25 and 26bp for all 22 chromosomes, which could be proposed as standard “marker patterns” of the human genome. Thus FT methods helped to identify possible CG distributions both previously reported and unexplored and to furnish supportive evidences on their corresponding biological significance. Following the initial data analysis, the sequences were investigated for possible histone modifications using our novel stochastic tool based on fixed initial DNA methylation levels.

3.3 Conceptualization of Epigenetic Micromodel – (EpiGMP)

The initial attempt to mimic the biological epigenetic structure is illustrated in reference, (Raghavan et al., 2010) which shows a simplified construction of our model. The status of epigenetic profile in the model is defined in terms of the corresponding DNA Methylation and associated Histone Modifications and model execution portrays the evolving interactions or interdependencies of the epigenetic elements. This section explains how histones were encoded and chosen for defined levels of DM. Information, (Kouzarides, 2007), on the number and type of amino acids for each histone type provides inputs to the model before the simulation. Table 2 gives the details of the number of amino acids, their positions, the corresponding modification types and the possible number of histone states generated, (Allis et al., 2007; Cedar & Bergman, 2009; Jenuwein & Allis, 2001; Kouzarides, 2007; Turner, 2001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>H. Type</th>
<th>Amino acid No./String size</th>
<th>Amino Acid &amp; Position</th>
<th>Modification</th>
<th>No. of States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>H1</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>H2A</td>
<td>Four</td>
<td>S1-R3-K5-K9</td>
<td>Ph-Met-Ace-Ace</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>H2B</td>
<td>Ten</td>
<td>K5-S10-K11-K12</td>
<td>Ace/Met-Ph-Ace-Ace</td>
<td>1536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S14-K15-K16</td>
<td>Ph-Met-Ace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K20-K23-K24</td>
<td>Ace-Met-Ace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>*H3</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>R2-T3-K4</td>
<td>Met-Ph-Met</td>
<td>6300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R8-K9-S10</td>
<td>Met-Ace/Met-Ph-Ph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T11-K14-R17</td>
<td>Ph-Ace/Met-Met</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K18-T22-K23</td>
<td>Ace/Met-Ph-Ace/Met</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R26-K27-S28</td>
<td>Met-Ace/Met-Ph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T32-K36-K37</td>
<td>Ph-Ace/Met-Met</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>H4</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>S1-R3-K5-K8-K12</td>
<td>Ph-Met-Ace-Ace/Met</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Details of specific amino acids and their corresponding modifications in all histone types.
* - H3 has a special type of representation based on amino acid type and the corresponding modification. K - Lysine, S - Serine, T - Threonine, R - Arginine, Ace - Acetylation, Met - Methylation, Ph - Phosphorylation, citepThomas

Table 2. Amino Acid Positions and Modifications
corresponding modification types and the possible number of histone states generated, (Allis et al., 2007; Cedar & Bergman, 2009; Jenuwein & Allis, 2001; Kouzarides, 2007; Turner, 2001). These data are stored in the model as possible combinations of histone modifications that
exist in the real epigenetic system. The modifications for each amino acid are assigned a value between 0 and 3 (acetyl -1, methyl -2 phosphate -3 and no modification - 0), which can generate libraries of strings with varying length based on histone type. These numerical strings represent histone modification state in a precise and encoded form. In the previous and current model versions, each string is considered as a node that can be visited during simulation based on a Markov chain - transition probability. A large number of strings exist for each histone type to be sampled due to the fact that each histone has many amino acid modifications, (Raghavan et al., 2010). For example, in case of H2A, a histone state or node whose string length is 4 here would be “3011”. In this node, the Serine amino acid is phosphorylated and Lysine 5 and 9 are acetylated. A time-step or iteration of the model

Fig. 3. The movement between active nodes or histone modifications in our model. Based on a random sampling, system shifts to node 4 from 1, based on an appropriate probability of transition. For example, if in case of H2A histone type, state 1 = “0000” and 4=“3000”, (Raghavan et al., 2010).

corresponds to moving between possible nodes, (i.e. if system chose to modify an amino acid) or remaining in the same node. Consequently, only one change or modification is made at each iteration when the model randomly samples between the possible histone states, based on probability of shift, (as shown in Figure 3). The potential shift to a “neighbouring state” from the current histone state is calculated during every iteration of the model. Computational graphs\(^9\) or tables, of varying sizes based on the type of histone, are used in the system to store occurrence of dynamic modifications. These networks of graphs represent the level of modifications in all histone types and are used to calculate system outputs over several iterations. Our model can also handle multiple additions of the same modification in an amino acid (Mono/di/tri acetylation, methylation or phosphorylation, (Kouzarides, 2007)). Although this is invisible to the user, it is taken into account during calculation of global modification levels in each nucleosome. Hence for individual histone type, the modifications

\(^9\) This is the application of graph theories which refers to use of appropriate data structures to store data whenever necessary.
are updated at each iteration, based on the influence of the DNA methylation values and output values of gene expression levels are calculated as depicted in Figure 4 and in reference, (Raghavan et al., 2010).

3.3.1 Epigenetic interdependency

A simple yet strong and well defined inter-dependency exists between histone evolution, transcription rate and level of DNA methylation inside each computational Block (or object, (Raghavan et al., 2010)). There are 3 main interactions in our model. The main dependency

![Epigenetic Interdependency](image)

Fig. 4. Interactions between Epigenetic Elements in the Complex System. DM, associated with CG patterns in the DNA sequences and HM alter over each time step. Transcription, the output based on both parameters is calculated at regular intervals.

is mutually between Histone modifications and DNA methylation. Here the transition probability of histone states is altered by DNA methylation values, through use of exponential equations hence allowing the system to choose modifications preferentially. This crucial step is based on cumulative information extracted from laboratory experiments, which mention that specific patterns of modifications are explicitly preferred to other types during different levels of DNA methylation. Here, probabilities of shift, provide a window of control to introduce stress to the system so as to see how the output parameters fluctuate over several time-steps. The system is perturbed or subjected to stress through random initial probabilities for histone evolution, (or Monte Carlo based simulation) over different independent trials and subsequently system behaviour can be observed for changes in HM and DM based on their interactions.
Conversely, DM values are recalculated, *conditionally*, from average protein modification levels. This conditional step in DM calculation, has been implemented since literature states that DNA methylation levels are usually stable and less perturbed over several generations. The total output is expressed as “Transcription” which is calculated based on methylation levels in sequences and corresponding histone modifications. Details on the mathematical interdependency of the variables in the model are depicted clearly in Figure 4, (Raghavan et al., 2010). Results obtained from repeated simulation attempts are explained in the next section.

### 3.3.2 Simulation of combined model

The model consisting of DNA sequences and CG patterns together with histone states is executed to observe evolution of Histone modifications associated with DM in sequences similar to the real system. The steps given below explain the simulation process. The “Blocks” referred from here, are the computational representation of gene or island blocks of sequences within the EpiGMP model framework.

1. **Read and Store Inputs**
   
   (a) Histone Data -The possible combinations of Histone modifications as described in, (Raghavan et al., 2010) – states and transition probabilities.
   
   (b) DNA sequences with information on CG distribution throughout sequences are stored as well.
   
   (c) User Selected Values are provided –
       
       i. Default Parameters: Maximum number of iterations(or time-steps), time-intervals and DNA methylation per a Block in a specific time-step.
       
       ii. Optional Parameters: preferred histone states in one or more blocks, set by the user (location during a time interval)

2. **Create Objects**

   (a) In one Block – Nucleosomes (number based on DNA sequence length) are created. Each nucleosome object, is assigned nine histone types (default) and 3 modification tables/graphs for each histone.

3. **Simulate**

   (a) Allow Markov Shifts among possible histone states for choice of solution.
   
   (b) For specific time-intervals, calculate DNA methylation if needed and output parameters: Transcription (based on interdependencies as in Figure 4).
   
   (c) Continue process till maximum number of iterations reached (for example 10,000 time steps).

4. **Store Outputs**

   (a) Results for the specified time interval, inside each Block –
       
       i. Transcription rate
       
       ii. DM value (assumed to be methylation of each CG dinucleotide)
       
       iii. Count of possible histone node visited per nucleosome
3.4 Model assumptions

As the major focus is on HM and DM progression, a few simplified assumptions were made to test the EpiGMP model reliability.

1. The model currently handles only three modifications i.e. Acetylation, Methylation and Phosphorylation as their biological role is known, (Kouzarides, 2007). More types of modifications can be included, given empirical or theoretical evidence on their significant contributions. (e.g. Role of Ubiquitination in H2B amino acids.)

2. One type of CG distribution, based on results from Fourier transformation method, i.e. CpG islands and gene blocks as shown in Table 1 are tested for prediction of possible histone modification under varying levels of DM.

3. H2A, H2B and H4 are encoded in a similar fashion as explained above. However, H3 histone type has a large number of modifiable amino acids that can generate millions of possible histone states. Hence, to handle the large dataset, a special representation mode that could compress the possible histone states/nodes was developed. Methods to encode this histone type has been discussed in detail in, (Raghavan et al., 2010).

4. Independent simulation was carried out with three initial random transition probabilities. These values are generated by a system defined function (based on a pseudo random number generator - Mersenne Twister, which is robust, has a large range of period and a high order of dimensional equidistribution, (Matsumoto & Nishimura, 1998)). Hence the results obtained and discussed are the average of the three independent simulation trials.

This is a more advanced model in comparison to the one developed in (Raghavan et al., 2010), which considers both analysis of CG dinucleotide distributions and choice of histone modifications over the chosen sequences. The aim here was to observe histone evolution with DM associated sequence patterns in a manner similar to real system and results thus obtained from this study are discussed in the next section.

4. Results and discussion

In order to investigate the system behaviour, 19 specific genes, and all CpG islands present in chromosome 21, were chosen. The datasets were preferred since they contain the maximum number of CG dinucleotides with 3bp intervals. These base pairs with specific distributions (usually associated with differentially expressed genes and promoters, (Allis et al., 2007)) were assigned DNA methylation values, based on equations shown in Figure 4. Outputs namely, Histone states, progress in transcription rate and DNA methylation, for the whole dataset were recorded every 1,000 time-steps (total number of time steps being 10,000). Although the system can trace and report evolution of all 4 types of histone, we discuss here only 2 types namely H4 and H2A. The following Figures 5 and 6 show the expected values of each histone node being chosen during several iterations over the 3 independent simulation trials.

The DNA methylation was set to a range of values, ∈[0.1, 1.0], for the 3 simulation runs (results not shown here). For initial values, (<0.2) of DM, the systems preferred least methylation modifications and inversely more acetylation changes. But for more sets of initial methylation values in the range [0.3, 0.6], and those (>0.75), methylation was apparently chosen repeatedly among other histone modifications. This was due to evolution of DM values to a closed range.
of $[0.95, 1.0]$ over a time period of $(> 10,000)$ iterations. Hence to observe histone evolution we discuss in detail two sets of results observed under (i) Low DM ($<0.15$ or 15%), and (ii) High DM ($>0.85$ or 85%). These simulations demonstrate effective emulation of the biological process of transcription of genes (e.g. Onco-genes expression) for low DNA methylation levels and reverse case of high DNA methylation and gene suppression (e.g. silencing of tumor suppressor/control genes). Figure 5 contrasts the different modifications observed in H2A during high and low methylation conditions averaged over 3 simulation runs in all nucleosomes. During high methylation condition (DM level $> 85\%$), selective states such as the $5^{th}$ and $13^{th}$ were most preferred i.e Arginine was methylated in H2A most frequently. Evidence, (Eckert et al., 2008) indicates that specific cell types, do not contain this modification and hence develop into tumorous cells, (this is an explicit evidence of down regulation of methylation modification leading to tumor growth). Under lower DM conditions ($< 15\%$), the $4^{th}$ and $12^{th}$ states were most visited implying high priority to Lysine 5 and 9 modifications. Acetylation of Lysine 5 or (K5) is notably found more during gene expression while that of K9, is an unexplored modification, (Cuddapah et al., 2009; Wyrick & Parra, 2008). This hitherto unreported acetylation in H2A, could be a potential modification that supports gene expression. Figure 6 shows the preferences of H4 states for high and low DNA Methylation levels. Under low DM levels (initially set by the user), acetylated amino acids states, such as the $11^{th}$, $35^{th}$ and $47^{th}$ predominated i.e. states containing acetylated amino acids such as K5, K8 and K12 (see Table 2) were highly visited. Even when the probability assigned to the three preferred states was lowered for a test set, the system preferred the other two states
containing lysine acetylation. Such consistent results demonstrate the ability of our model to reproduce the presence of the modifications mentioned above, during transcription, (as reported, (Taplick, 1998; Zhang et al., 2007) in particular, during expression of oncogenes). For higher levels of DNA methylation (>0.85, Figure 6), the preference is more towards choosing methylated histone states leading to reduced transcription rate. During this high methylation condition, states such as the 15th, 39th and 45th i.e. methylation of K12 was predominantly high. Such strong evidence, (removal of acetylation and adding methylation to amino acids) of modification to a crucial lysine position in H4, is a potential indicator of transcription repression and initiation of DNA methylation. Similar to the observation in H2B (as recorded in literature, (Zhang et al., 2003)), there is appearance of serine phosphorylation (states 39 and 35 in Figure 6) during both conditions of DM values, which show the importance of this specific modification during expression or otherwise. This suggests that the modification could be present from the time that the H4 histone complex was formed, (Barber et al., 2004) and aid in structural condensation.

Hence a stochastic model of this type can successfully simulate simple concepts to show the possible molecular modifications that appear during different genetic events. The DM fluctuation over specific time-intervals is associated with specific CG dinucleotides in the sequences. In this example, effect of DM and its influence on histone modifications have been effectively illustrated. Furthermore, the same model can be used to study other CG distributions such as 7bp spacing in CpG islands, which can be validated against information on disease associated genes.
5. Conclusion and future directions

In this chapter, the background to epigenetics, their association with diseases and the developments of computational methods and modelling approaches to understand the complexity in this field have been discussed. Significance of growth of experimental data in recent years, which enables detection of DNA methylation influence in disease onset has also been considered. Early attempts at computational methods and models dealing with (i) association of DNA sequences and DM, and (ii) Interdependencies between DM and HM have been explained in detail. Further, we propose approaches to analyse the two elements such as DNA sequence patterns and HM evolution and their influence over DNA methylation mechanisms. Finally, evaluation of success achieved through such computational attempts is illustrated briefly in our results section.

The application of Fourier techniques helped to understand how the sequence patterns appear within the genome and also postulate their control over DM. The results consist of a range of distributions, which are analysed in relation to possible biological significance. The broad spectrum thus obtained, can be attributed to the self-adapting and dynamic nature of the human genome exhibited through events such as self mutations (mC to T, (Doerfler & Böhm, 2006)) or reassignment of DNA methylation patterns across different cells. This ability of cells to dynamically adapt to environmental stimulus by introducing molecular modifications or positive mutations, (which changes nucleotide distributions), is also referred to as “Phenotypic Plasticity”. Based on such analyses of the human DNA sequences, further investigations of dynamic histone protein modifications were predicted using novel stochastic modelling techniques.

The EpiGMP model, based on this stochastic approach, has reported histone modifications that were previously recorded and also unexplored modifications and compared them with data recorded through laboratory experiments. For example, the effect of H2A modifications such as Arginine methylation, are not as explicit and strong as H4 but their scattered presence in specific cells/cancer conditions indicates their contribution in the big picture. Hence, based on comparison with experimental and the model results, we conclude that histone modifications while not always consistent do have a role in controlling gene expression and chromosome condensation in human genome.

DNA methylation controls the direction of histone evolution, i.e. the states visited for high levels of DM are not visited for low levels and vice versa. This robust result, obtained for three simulation trials, is a good indication of the reliability of EpiGMP model. This consistency has helped to cluster and predict characteristic histone modifications under defined DNA methylation levels, thus efficiently emulating the real system to an accurate level. The idea behind designing a comprehensive model to mimic epigenetic mechanisms is to address and utilize all of the distributed data available in literature. A generic model, which can simulate conditions of any epigenetically associated disease and report results, is the ideal target. As mentioned in the background section, basic quantitative analyses have reinforced the presence of apriori patterns and hence this has given rise to a vital need to design a predictive model with a common framework that can be tested for most conditions. The main advantages of our approach lie in modelling (for all histone types simultaneously) cumulative information such as increased acetylation modifications which occur during gene expression and more
methylation during suppression. A further advantage is the expandable layout, which can be developed to accommodate more data in future (incorporating more modifications and multiple sequence patterns).

5.1 Parallelization of EpiGMP model

Parallel computing is an approach, which carries out calculations simultaneously or in a parallel manner using many computational resources at the same time. It is extensively used when there is a high complexity of computation or the data are very large. In our case, the current model definitely requires parallelization, because the random algorithm has to compute outputs from a large sample space, for long iterations or time-steps and most importantly to study several molecular events at genome level. Simulation of the model when applied to objects of size of a chromosome (for more than 1 million time steps) would require heavy computational resources. As a consequence, a parallel and serial version of the model have been developed simultaneously, which is discussed in detail, (Raghavan & Ruskin., 2011; Raghavan et al., 2010).

The field of epigenetics is growing rapidly with important findings being reported on a regular basis. The complex epigenetic layer in humans also houses secondary events through which control is exercised within the cell. For example, chromatin dynamics, which rely on molecular interactions (DNA molecules and proteins such as polycomb), play a major role in long term silencing of genes. Our current work involves, applying this stochastic framework to real gene networks extracted from epigenetic databases such as StatEpigen, (http://statepigen.sci-sym.dcu.ie/) in order to predict cancer from simple molecular interactions. To improve realism further, future models must account for secondary effects such as chromatin remodeling, and also role of external proteins such as methyl binding proteins, transcription binding proteins, polycomb amongst others, (Allis et al., 2007) for cellular events. The final goal is to build integrated/hybrid models, combining agent-based and network approaches across several scales, which can be applied to precisely predict epigenetic events based on multiple factors. This “bottom-up” approach facilitates low-level information processing between different molecules so as to understand how the phenotype or physical appearance of an organism evolves at higher level especially under abnormal conditions.

The Fourier analysis on DNA sequences was performed using Matlab software and the source code is available on request. The serial version of EpiGMP model has been developed mainly using C++ language, while routines from OpenMP and MPI libraries were included for the parallel version.
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Epigenetics is one of the most exciting and rapidly developing areas of modern genetics with applications in many disciplines from medicine to agriculture. The most common form of epigenetic modification is DNA methylation, which plays a key role in fundamental developmental processes such as embryogenesis and also in the response of organisms to a wide range of environmental stimuli. Indeed, epigenetics is increasing regarded as one of the major mechanisms used by animals and plants to modulate their genome and its expression to adapt to a wide range of environmental factors. This book brings together a group of experts at the cutting edge of research into DNA methylation and highlights recent advances in methodology and knowledge of underlying mechanisms of this most important of genetic processes. The reader will gain an understanding of the impact, significance and recent advances within the field of epigenetics with a focus on DNA methylation.
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